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Engagement Process
Initial Consulation Pre-Engagement

Prepatation

Meeting so that we can discuss your needs

and what we can achieve together.

I will prepare what would be needed for

us to start collaborating together.

Engagement
Kick Off Meeting

Where I can shine and execute the

engagement to gather all of the

information you need.

Us going through the defined

engagement, what is prepared and what

will happen during the engagement.

Hand Over
Follow-Up Support

The handover or completion of the desired

engagement and an overall discussion on

the work provided.

After the hand over of whatever was

provided I am always available to revisit

the engagement and assist you.



Simulating a malicious user attempting
to infiltrate your infrastructure through
your website  or  attempting to
compromise your sensitive client data!
Web application penetration tests
ensures robust defenses against
external threats and safeguarding your
valuable assets.

WEB APPLICATION
PENETRATION TESTS

Security Assessments
To assist you in securing your infrastructure as effectively as possible, I provide

realistic black box penetration tests that can guide you in discovering

vulnerabilities and miss-configuration throughout  applications and infrastructures.

With a long track record of successful penetration tests on Applications and

Networks I am able to provide reports that educate and help in hardening

infrastructures to threat actors. A sample report is also available on my website.

INTERNAL NETWORK
PENETRATION TESTS

EXTERNAL NETWORK
PENETRATION TESTS

Simulation of a malicious actor that
has already infiltrated your network  
seeking to compromise sensitive
company secrets. This proactive
approach ensures fortified defenses
against internal threats, protecting
your invaluable assets and maintaining
the integrity of your network.

Replicate the actions of a malicious
entity trying to breach your
infrastructure via your external assets
through leaked passwords and Open
Source Investigation on your company
assets. External Network Penetration
Tests ensures that there is no sensitive
information about your company
publicly available.
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PHISHING SIMULATION

ADVANCED THREAT SIMULATIONS

Red Teaming
Used for realistic threat simulation, red teaming offers you a real life simulation of

an advanced threat actor targeting your organization. Ranging from phishing,

social engineering and advanced anti-virus evasion techniques. Together we can

effectively train your departments to proactively Identify, React and Defend

against advanced persistent threats that could target your organization.

The most common attack vector worldwide
raising every year targeting more and more
companies. With phishing simulation we can train
and assist your employees in defending
themselves against realistic phishing attacks.
Using realistic emails and perfect copies of the
targeted services these simulation will challenge
even the most tech-savvy employees

Train your defenses through an advanced and in
depth targeted attack against your organisation.
Using tailored attack techniques that are defined
together before an engagement I will use custom
and advanced exploits to breach your defenses and
work with your defensive teams to identify critical
areas in your defenses that could be used against
you by an attacker to damage your organisation.
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MENTORING

SEMINARS

Mentoring and Seminars
As a certified professional and a former teacher I love sharing my knowledge

with others which is why I maintain my blog where I explain technical concepts

for other researchers to study and get inspired. I am well equipped in helping

your team reach their full potential by inspiring them with mentoring and

teaching them complex concepts through seminars.

I love sharing my work experience and skill sets
to students and friends I have inspired over the
years. People that I still keep in contact with to
this day through social media in their cyber
security journey. Nothing makes me feel as
accomplished as people that I have mentored
achieve their dreams

With experience as a teacher I am equipped to
teach classes of students and professionals to
showcase and decipher complex concepts in cyber
security in an easy and simple way. I always
prioritize workshops and exercises to provide my
students with hands on experience. Making them
solve the problem in class has equipped my past
students to face real world problems in the
workforce.
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Next Step

Book a meeting on calendly: 
https://cal.com/leosmith-wtf/

More information can be found
here: https://leosmith/work/


